1. Call to Order.

2. Safety briefing.

3. Approval of minutes from January 15, 2021 BAC meeting. (Action)

4. Report from TxDOT’s Public Transportation Division (PTN) Director regarding statewide bicycle and pedestrian matters.

5. Discussion on Bikeway Design Effort interim guiding principles for bikeway conflict points. (Action)

6. Discussion on next BPAC effort. (Action)

7. Update on TxDOT’s 2021 Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside (TA) Call for Projects evaluation criteria.

8. Updates from committee members on local and statewide issues.

9. Public comment – Due to the virtual format of the meeting, public comments may be submitted by email to BikePed@txdot.gov by April 19, 2021, to be included as part of the meeting record.

10. Discussion of agenda items for future BAC meetings. (Action)

11. Adjourn. (Action)
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>> Weaver: Good morning, everyone. Welcome to the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee. Thank you all for joining us. We have a full agenda today.

I did want to mention that we have new accessibility features as part of the meeting. We'll have a closed captioning option. If you look at the bottom of your screen, there is a live transcript button. You can click on that button and hit "show subtitles" and you'll be able to see subtitles throughout the course of today's meeting.

Additionally, we have an American Sign Language interpreter with us who will be interpreting our meeting, which is very exciting.

So, with that, I'm going to do an official call to order. We have a full quorum of our committee and we will proceed from there to the safety briefing, and I will turn that over to Bonnie Sherman.

>> Sherman: Good morning, everyone. In January, we discussed crash data for 2020. Karen, can you put the slide of crash data up? Now that we have a full year of crash data for 2020, we did end the year with an overall increase in bicyclist and pedestrian fatalities in Texas last year.
Ten more bicyclists and 56 more pedestrians lost their lives on Texas roadways in 2020. At the same time, we had substantial declines in other injury or crashes that involved bicyclists and pedestrians, which does leave something for us to be optimistic about.

In fact, we had over 1,000 fewer pedestrians and almost 400 fewer bicyclists injured in traffic crashes in 2020. So, understanding the underlying factors of these trends could make a difference.

You can see on the slide that aside from some of the anomalies in the first parts of the pandemic, the crash patterns in 2020 were actually pretty similar to 2019.

And while a lot of people are still working from home and social distancing, May is still bike month, and warmer weather will bring fewer -- will bring more people out on the street. So, look out for kids on the road May 5th, which is bike to school day. Bike to workweek is May 17th through 23rd. And bike to workday this year is on Friday, May 21st.

Thank you.

>> Weaver: Next we'll have the approval of our minutes. Hopefully you've had a chance to review them. Does anyone have any changes or corrections to it? All right. Eva, go ahead.

>> Garcia: I was saying I had a chance to review the minutes and I didn't see any corrections that were needed.

>> Weaver: Okay, great. Hearing none, I am asking for a motion to approve.

>> Garcia: Motion to approve.

>> Weaver: All right. I give the motion to Bobby and the second to Eva. All in favor say aye.

[Ayes]

Nays? The ayes have it.

The next is our report. Eric Gleason, we'll turn it over to you.

>> Gleason: Good morning, everyone. I believe everyone has a copy of this, but the -- our chief engineer released some bicycle design guidance on April 2nd, and I know that internally in the department, we forever have referred to the John Martin memo, which seems like sometime around the turn of the century, but it was actually -- 2013 maybe, in that timeframe.

But this is a dramatic improvement over that document, and I'm hoping that if you've had a chance to look through that, that you will see the direct impact that the work you've been doing in this committee over the past 18 months is having on TxDOT efforts to better incorporate bikeway design considerations into both the project planning and design effort.

We read that and think that represents a significant step forward, so we're glad to see that and hope you will, too.

So today we'll talk about the next major focus point for the Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee, that's agenda item 4. One thing to think about is the concept of maybe a quick turnaround item.

Now, the department does have a safety task force. It's a commission task force, Commissioner Ryan currently heads it. And one of the areas they are looking for assistance on is promoting the adoption of the Vision Zero Policies, or implementing Vision Zero policies in local communities.

So there's an interest in perhaps tapping into some of the experience you all have in your local communities on this, and so that's something to
consider when we get to that item on the agenda.

Quick update on our transportation alternatives, construction of bicycle and pedestrian facility program. We began this journey with a 2015 set of projects, and all of those projects have been let for construction, with almost 2/3 of them being complete.

We had another round of projects selected in 2017, and 41 out of 44 of those projects have been authorized for construction, and seven of those are complete.

2019, the most recent call for projects, that was a combination of transportation alternative and safe routes to school program projects. 73%, or 22 of those projects, have an executed advanced funding agreement, and the other 27% -- or 8 of them -- have an advanced funding agreement, which is near execution.

So you get a sense looking at the 2015, '17, and '19 progress description, you get a sense of how these projects proceed from being an idea on paper that is funded to actually getting construction. It does take some timer but we're seeing steady progress.

And then also coming from that 2019 effort, you may recall that as a part of that project review and selection effort, the department did identify a list of projects, we called it a conditional project list. We did identify a group of projects that once additional funding became available, that they scored highly enough in our review of them that we wanted to move ahead with commission consideration of those projects for funding.

So we do have a minute order scheduled for commission consideration later this month. To move 16 projects from that 2019 effort for funding. Three of those are non-urban area projects totalling about $2.5 million, and 13 of those are small urban area projects totalling just over $23 million.

Finally, the current call for projects, we currently have one, as you know, that's out there. You know, we do a two-step process with these calls. We first ask project sponsors with ideas for projects to submit a preliminary application. And then finally, is the entity proposing the project -- are they an eligible project sponsor?

So, we've got -- I think we've got a total of 190 project proposals sent in, 187 of those were determined to be eligible, looking at the criteria that I just mentioned. And in total, asking for about $234 million in estimated project costs.

So of those 187, 84 of those are non-urban. And if you recall, non-urban are those communities are less than 5,000 in population.

So the district is also looking at these in conjunction with project sponsors, and we will be letting folks know soon that they are eligible to proceed to step 2, which is to submit a detailed application. And we'll begin that next week.

So, in those detailed applications, which are the applications we actually conduct the scoring on, are due on June 14th. So that is proceeding on schedule, and we're targeting a fall commission consideration
of recommended funding for this effort.

And then finally, I want to mention that we do have some upcoming vacancies. Every year in August, we have anywhere from three to four of the 11-member committee terms do expire. And so we have -- I believe we have three coming up this August. And we will be shortening something out toward the end of this month. Looking for potential candidates to fill those vacancies.

And looking for folks to let us know somewhere between April 26th and May 14th that they are interested.

One of the things to keep in mind this time around is we do have some additional language in the administrative code that was added in conjunction with expanding the scope of the committee to include pedestrians, is that the committee membership will reflect a diverse mix of bicycle and pedestrian stakeholders, including stakeholders representing the interests of persons with disabilities and people knowledgeable about micromobility issues.

So, at least one of these three openings will need to respond to that new language. And the members, just for everyone's information, the members whose terms are expiring in August, Bobby Gonzales, Trent Brookshire, and Frank Rotnofsky. So, those three individuals.

And of course, any one of you all that I just mentioned, can let us know whether you are interested in being considered for continuing to serve on the committee.

So, with that, that completes my report, and I will turn it back to you, Madam Chair.

>> Weaver: Thank you, Eric. Does anyone have any questions for Eric? All right. It was a very thorough job.

All right. Hearing no questions, we'll move on to item 5, which will be presented by Bonnie Sherman. This will be a discussion on Bikeway Design Effort interim guiding principles for bikeway conflict points. And this is an action item.

>> Sherman: All right. I think we need to swap the view.

>> Give me just one second. My computer has frozen. I am very sorry.

>> Sherman: No problem.

All right. I can see the presentation. So, thank you all for being here today. We are excited to give y'all an update on the Bikeway Design Effort, where we are today. Next slide.

A quick overview of what we'll talk about today. I will go over the guiding principles for bikeway conflict points and intersections, after a brief overview of the process and where we are, including the schedule, and then we will open it up for discussion and request action to endorse these interim guiding principles.

So this is a reminder of where we are today. As you recall, we have adopted two interim topical guiding principles for bikeway selection and linear bikeway design. Those elements have been incorporated to some extent into the new bikeway accommodation guidance, so we encourage you to look at that. And the remaining work that we do can also be incorporated into the Roadway Design Manual as it is updated to incorporate the new Bikeway Design Guidance, as an aside.
Today, we are focused on guiding principles for intersections and conflict points, and we are looking for your endorsement of the guiding principles in those areas. In July, we will come back with guiding principles for maintenance topics, and we will also review all of the previous guiding principles and ask you to endorse the entire set at that point. Next slide.

Just a quick look at the schedule. Today, April 9th, approval of the guiding principles for conflict points. We have three working group meetings planned between now and the end of June to focus on maintenance guiding principles, and then we plan to come back in July on July 16th at our next BPAC meeting for final approval. Next slide.

So, this is an overview of the topical areas that we have addressed. In intersection and conflict points, we were focused on looking at protected interests, bicyclist signals, pavement markings for safer intersections, driveways and railroad crossings, transit connectivity, and pavement markings and driveway conflict points. Next slide.

All right. So, the first -- I believe there are 13 total guiding principles. There may be 11. But the first ten or so are focused on signal signage and pavement markings. And so we start here with the first two, which are focused on intersection pavement markings.

The first one is where bicycle lanes meet intersections, TxDOT should consider the application of bicycle lane extensions, or dashed pavement markings, through the intersection to identify where bicyclists, are expected to operate and to recognize potentially unexpected conflict points, especially where buffered or separated bike lanes are present.

Where right-turn lanes cross over bike lanes, dashed pavement markings should be applied to indicate a merge condition.

So this is in reference to dashed pavement markings through the intersection, as indicated on the figure on the right and circled in red.

The second guiding principle is where shared use paths meet signalized intersections. TxDOT should consider applying separate pavement markings to identify crosswalks for pedestrians and bicycle lane extensions for bicycles. Shared use paths should be signed at major conflict points to clearly communicate pedestrian and bicyclist priority.

And this one is demonstrated in figure 2 below, where there are separate green colored pavement markings in the example for the bicycle crossing, and a -- I believe it’s a continental crosswalk for the pedestrians.

That example there is for a dedicated shared use path intersection, but if there were a road adjacent -- a roadway crossing at the same place, there would be a roadway intersection as well.

Karla is asking if we should ask questions or wait to the end. I will say feel free to jump in as we go through these, if you have questions about any of the specific guiding principles. Or if there is something that any of the working group members would like to share about the guiding principles as we go, feel free to interrupt.

>> Weaver: Bonnie, I do have a quick question. For recommendations such as this, if a city has a planned bike lane but is not currently existing, would these apply if it's on plan, or is this only to accommodate existing bike lanes?

>> Sherman: So, I would suggest that this be -- that these dashed intersection markings be used where there are bike lanes crossing. When
those bike lanes are added in the future, then those intersection markings could be applied at that time.

>> Weaver: Thank you.

>> Sherman: All right. Next slide.

All right. So, the next few are focused on green pavement markings.

Number 3, future research on green pavement markings should focus on durability, skid resistance, and application technologies and should include recommendations for TxDOT standard specifications for green pavement application types and procedures.

Number 4. Based on research, TxDOT should use green pavement markings to increase bicyclist conspicuity and predictability, especially where separated bikeways meet signalized intersections, slip lanes, exit ramps and other conflict points where safety issues are identified.

And number 5. Until the Texas Manual For Uniform Traffic Control Devices is updated to include green pavement markings, TxDOT should consider partners with local governments to install green pavement markings at intersections with low-stress bikeways. For example, shared use paths or separated bike lanes.

Or where bicycle safety issues are documented. Maintenance of bicycle pavement markings should be incorporated into TxDOT's standard municipal maintenance agreements.

The exhibit on the right has an example of the green pavement markings across an intersection. Any questions on this one?

All right. Moving on to the next slide.

>> Garcia: Sorry, Bonnie, quick question. This is Eva.

It says until TMUTCD is updated, are there any plans for that to be updated that we're aware of?

>> Sherman: The TMUTCD, or the federal MUTCD, is actually in the process of being updated now. It is out for public review and comment, and is anticipated to be approved over the next year or two.

When TxDOT will develop its state MUTCD, using that federal MUTCD as the basis. And then that will be issued probably one or two years after the MUTCD is updated. So, that process is in the works. It's just a lengthy one.

>> Garcia: It's good to know. As long as we know we're looking at about two to four years. Thank you. That was my question. Appreciate it.

>> Sherman: Okay. I also want to mention that I've seen a few chats pop up, and we are not monitoring the chat through this meeting, this quarterly meeting. Public comments can be submitted later by email, and Karla will mention that later during the public comment section.

All right. So, item 6. Where separated bikeways conflict with motor vehicle phasing and turning movements at signalized intersections, TxDOT should consider the application of bicycle signal faces and dashed intersection crossing markings.

Number 7. On shared roadways that provide key bicycle route connections or where safety concerns are documented, it is recommended that TxDOT use "bicycles may use full lane" sign as the standard bicycle regulatory sign instead of "share the road."

Number 8. Roadway design engineers should consider sight lines of all
users; landscaping, signage, and parked cars can hinder visibility for motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians.

Number 9. Mid-block crossing signals, such as pedestrian hybrid beacons and rectangular rapid flashing beacons, should provide feedback after the actuator button is pressed and should be timed to balance pedestrian priority with arterial signal timing. PHBs and RRFBs should be applied where appropriate in accordance with TxDOT traffic safety division memo.

Does anyone have any questions about items 6 through 9?

>> Garcia: I support it. I like the bicycles may use full lanes sign over share the road. So, thank you to the working group members.

>> Sherman: And, Eva, the Share the Road sign is proposed to be removed from the MUTCD in the next round.

>> Garcia: Thank you. Good to know. Appreciate that update.

>> Sherman: Next slide.

Number ten. Where transit and bikeway facilities exist within roadway right of way, roadway designers should consider transit stop designs that separate and protect bicyclists from transit ingress and egress, such as an island bus stop, which moves bikeway facilities behind a transit stop.

The example is shown in the exhibit at the bottom of the page there, that shows a bike lane going behind the bus stop.

And number 11, where bicycle lanes meet railroads at angles other than 90 degrees, on-street bikeways should be transitioned to off-road shared use paths, wrapping behind rail crossing arms, allowing bicyclists to cross as close to a 90-degree angle as possible. For example, a jug-handle design, similar to TxDOT standard RCD 1-16, which is the pedestrian standard.

Maintenance of off-street railroad crossings should be included in the municipal maintenance agreements where applicable.

The exhibit on the right -- at the bottom, there are a couple of photos. One shows a bicycle wheel kind of slipping into the groove next to the rail on the railroad track, indicating the concern that is attempted to be addressed by this recommendation.

The photo on the bottom-right corner is an example of a transition from an on-street bike lane to a shared use path facility. And then the diagrams at the top on the right is a skewed railroad crossing, so you can see the on-street bike lane transitions onto a shared use path or a off-street bicycle facility, and then goes up and crosses the railroad at a 90-degree angle to eliminate the hazard shown below.

Any questions about these? All right. Next slide.

So, this slide and the next slide just list all of the guiding principles for intersections and bikeway conflict points. It's a lot of words. But does anyone else have any questions, or do any of our working group members want to say anything about these guiding principles?

So, with that, next slide. Next slide.

So, at this time, we would like the committee to take action on supporting the guiding principles for bikeway conflict points. Karla?

>> Weaver: All right. Thanks, Bonnie.

So the action before us is to adopt the intersection and conflict points design topic recommendations to be incorporated into the bikeway design
guiding principles. That was a mouthful, but I wrote it down.

All right. So with that in mind, and having reviewed these, and we had
an opportunity for questions, can I have a motion to approve?

>> Schultz: This is Chelsea. I move to approve.

>> Gonzales: I second that.

>> Weaver: All in favor, please unmute and say aye.

[Affirmative responses]

>> Sherman: Yes, it is.

Next slide. This is the last slide. It's just an overview of our schedule
and a reminder that we will be back with all of the final guiding principles in
July for the BAC adoption -- or the BPAC adoption, including new guiding
principles on maintenance topics.

Thank you all very much. And congratulations on all of the hard work
to get us to this point.

>> Weaver: Yes. Thank you to all of the committee members and to
Bonnie and Noah and Carl for all your work on this. I know there's extra
meetings involved, talking about these topics and reviewing best practices,
so it's very much appreciated.

All right. We'll move on to item number 6. Carl is going to present
for us a discussion on the next BPAC efforts. So this is exciting. This is
where the committee is headed, new activities, priorities, and so hopefully
we've got some good discussion coming.

Carl?

>> Siefert: Good morning. Hopefully y'all can see me. And it looks
like my presentation is coming right along.

All right. So, this is our second in a series of three presentations, in
which we are presenting -- getting ready for what we want to do next. As a
BPAC, you guys have been working on the bikeway design effort for a couple
of years. It's been a while. And so we -- go ahead and next slide.

What we want to do is report back on some of the brainstorming that
we heard from you guys last time. Then we also want to have an
opportunity to do an interactive polling exercise where we can kind of
generate a little more thought and discussion about what may or may not be
our most important items within those topics, within those categories of
brainstorming ideas that you came up with.

Next slide. First off, we wanted to again remind folks and get
everyone on the same page of what our purpose and duties are. This is
always relevant when you want to do another big effort. I'll remind you the
last time we did this, we cobbled together a bunch of ideas into the bikeway
design effort, which ended up being a multi-year exercise.

So as we approach this, we want to make sure that we on the same
page.

So I'll go ahead and read the quote that's in the middle there.

By involving representatives of the public, including bicyclists,
pedestrian, and other interested parties, the department helps ensure
effective communication with the bicycle and pedestrian communities, and
that the bicyclist's and pedestrian's perspectives will be considered in the
development of departmental policies affecting bicycle use, pedestrian
activity, and including the design, construction, and maintenance of highways.

So it's good to get everyone on the same page there. And then briefly, the duties that you'll see in the yellow box there, you know, specifically we you are called out to provide recommendations related to our transportation alternatives call for projects, which is the next presentation.

The Bicycle Tourism Trails is specifically called out in the TAC. And now, we also have reviewing and considering personal mobility and micromobility devices. And anything else falls under that last bullet, which is reviewing and making recommendations of mutual concern between the department and bicycle and pedestrian communities. Next slide.

So, before we talk about all the good ideas you guys have, I just wanted to, again, lay down the foundation of why are we doing this. Well, one, because we're kind of a new committee now. We now have a new task, which is to consider pedestrians as well.

Also, the last strategic development report we completed in 2015, and I think TxDOT and the BAC have done a good job of progressing a lot of those activities in the last six years. So, you know, blog has been made. Maybe it's time for us to refocus. The bicycle design effort is ending in July, and we'll have some new BPAC members starting in October. So for all of those reasons, now is a good time to be talking about this.

So the objective is we want to update the SDR, and then specifically we want to kind of think about if there's another parallel or quick turnaround effort that can occur before we take that on in earnest.

And then as you heard earlier from Eric Gleason, there is an item of commission interest that we want to talk about, and I'll talk about that in a few slides. Next.

So, we heard a lot from y'all. We asked for brainstorm ideas. I compiled them all. It was over 5,000 words. We heard from nine of the 11 members, eight pages of text. How do you summarize all of that poorly. Here's a word cloud that shows a lot of the big ideas and themes that came from your brainstorming.

You'll see bicycle a lot, but you won't see pedestrian a lot. So that's something we do need to think about as we continue to advance our new considerations and our scope. Great ideas. I want to thank you guys a lot for that. Next slide.

I apologize that the text keeps populating so small. But, we went ahead and grouped the ideas into eight categories, and they are -- I'll just point out the ones that received the most attention from the group. That's bicycle and pedestrian design, education and training. Those are the two biggest.

And then implementation of infrastructure and policy improvements. So I think the committee is really onboard with kind of a similar set of ideas as was presented in the SDR previously. Next slide.

So, some of the ideas that were presented will do a great service to us as we start to think about what the next SDR will include in it. So here -- I won't read these, but there was some about what our approach should be, how we should focus, and then also some other ideas about how we should generate a more expansive set of ideas, either from local or regional committees, or from existing networks that the BPAC members are related
Next slide.
Here we get to the meat of what folks thought were good things to consider next, for our next big effort. One big category was education and training. Whether this be specifically for users, bicyclists education for operation, or for practitioners of the infrastructure, engineers, TxDOT, and local governments, and how we go about educating folks, how do we get that word out. Next slide.

Another big category was about infrastructure design. We have a lot of folks who like the idea of getting in the weeds of talking about specific standards, creating specific guidance for types of infrastructure, whether that be chip seal or island refuges, rumble strips, shared use paths on frontage roads. Folks are specifically thinking about how we can create a standard set of principles and guidance for across the state.

And there were other comments about implementation. So we've done two years of talking about process and procedures and guidance here at TxDOT. Some folks suggested that it's a great opportunity now for us to focus on how do we get that stuff implemented. Thoroughly.

So whether that is additional recommendations on coordination items between local and TxDOT, or if that's diving into funding mechanisms to understand how the infrastructure can go from an idea or a process into all of TxDOT's projects across the state.

And then also a comment about the Tourism Trail Study. How do we think about branding our marketing. We're really creating inertia behind those ideas to start getting those segments built around the state.

The next group of categories was policy improvements. So, in here we have things about complete streets. How do we go about supporting from a policy level all of the things that we've proposed in guiding principles. Safe crossing policies, better incorporating into ADA transition plans into projects, and things like that.

Also, there was an interest in having analysis point of view from the statewide level, whether that be just an analytical approach to policy development, starting with a statewide system look at reductions and bike path fatalities, or looking at hot spots, reviewing crash data. Some of these things have been done in smaller segments, or maybe specific asks throughout the years.

But perhaps this needs to be put into the SDR in a systematic way.

So, lastly, we get to a set of ideas that we categorized as more quick turnaround. As I mentioned before, we engaged in a very long effort with the bikeway design effort. But there's some ideas that were generated that might be shorter in scope, which we're talking less than six months. Some of those that we saw in the brainstorm list were reporting on bicycle and pedestrian research projects.

Part of the issue here is that there's not a strong understanding of what one hand is doing and the other one is over here doing other things. TxDOT has a really good research program. Not only TxDOT, but other programs around the state are doing research on bicycle infrastructure and safety policies. What does that mean and who's doing what, and maybe we need to have a good handle on that before we move forward.

Secondly, coronavirus has really shaken all of us up, and it's made a
big impact in the transportation world. So, perhaps we need to look at a deep dive on the consequences and the results of the coronavirus pandemic, both historically and current. So that's another idea.

Next would be, we just need to get a better understanding of what we've done. Perhaps just a comprehensive look, set of presentations on what has been accomplished since the SDR was completed in 2015.

One of the -- I think as far as committee members go, we have so many members who weren't around when that was written, and so there's a -- it's an opportunity for us to see the progress that's been made, and that would be impactful into how we move forward.

Next would be trading a repository of education campaigns that are completed around the state. Again, this is understanding what -- maybe there's more accomplished than what we previously thought.

The next one, update on an interactive bike lane map. I actually might ask if anyone in the committee has specifics on what this meant. I was thinking about it while we were making this presentation. There was an effort under way previously to create from TxDOT an interactive bikeway map that showed all the bicycle routes in Texas infrastructure.

Is that what that member meant? If anyone wants to speak up.

>> McManus: Yeah, this is Clint. I think that was one of mine, and I pulled mostly from the existing SDR. I think there were some really great ideas in there. I think in my mind, it was just meant to be kind of a place where we could go and see the facilities.

And part of the purpose of that was, when I was working at the MPO down here, a lot of our lower capacity local governments really wanted to have access to bikeway maps, but just did not -- they may not have even had a planner on staff, or GIS capacity in that way, and just being able to see -- maybe take a screenshot of something on the TxDOT statewide planning map would have been helpful to them. To me, it was kind of capacity building for some of our smaller communities ideas.

I don't know if it is the best use of time for this. I know it can be really difficult to compile all of that information. Even though TxDOT has more resources, that doesn't mean that's the best use of time. That was the idea.

>> Siefert: Yeah. I believe prior to you joining, since that was an element that was in the SDR in 2015, TxDOT's public transportation division started down that road, and we were working on a procurement to get a vendor to start making that for us, and now TxDOT's IT has kind of put the hold on that for a while. So that's why nothing has happened on that.

But, you know, this is a great example of perhaps needing to summarize the work and the efforts that have been accomplished and what hasn't been accomplished as a result of the SDR in 2015. So, thank you.

And the last bullet here is visualize bikeway design effort results. I will say, Eric gave a brief discussion in his director's report this morning about bikeway accommodation guidance that came out through the chief engineer of TxDOT. We are planning to have a speaker from TxDOT design division discuss in July's meeting.

And maybe I'm saying this too early for Bonnie. But anyway, in July's meeting, to talk about the bikeway design effort and how it rolled in to that bikeway accommodation guidance that was just released last week. Which
is great.

All right. And then the next item here -- so we have a commissioner who works with the safety task force, as Eric mentioned, and the request specifically is that that commissioner is interested in encouraging local jurisdictions around the state to adopt Vision Zero policies.

You may remember at TxDOT from a statewide perspective, the commission has adopted a Road to Zero Goal, and that would be by 2050, to have zero crash-related deaths on Texas highways. So that is something to think about. But in the more specific sense, she -- we noted that several of the state’s Vision Zero communities happened to be represented on this committee, specifically Laredo, Austin, and Houston, all have adopted Vision Zero policies locally.

So it was suggested that perhaps another activity could be documenting best practices from our members in those areas, or other cities around the states, to better inform a promotional campaign about Vision Zero policies at the local level. So that’s what that bullet is about. Anyone have any questions about that bullet before I move on?

>> Weaver: I do have a question -- sorry, Frank, you can go.

>> Rotnofsky: That's okay. Yeah, Laredo is on there. I think we were the second in the state, or maybe the third.

I guess my question -- and that's a great idea and it's obviously very rooted in education for the community, and it really is perfect for the new Bike Pedestrian Advisory Committee since everybody is involved.

I guess my question is do we know how many cities have adopted Vision Zero in Texas? Do we know that at all?

>> Siefert: I don't know it off the top of my head. I'm sure we could get back to y'all with that information.

>> Rotnofsky: Because it is growing in this country. And hopefully -- I think this is a great opportunity to put this out there.

>> Weaver: Carl, my only comment would be Vision Zero is not in our region housed in bicycle and pedestrian planning. It starts with our auto safety group, and the bike and ped is a component of it.

So, kind of thinking through that and where most jurisdictions and organizations are going to push for the policy of that. I think we need to kind of noodle through it a little bit. Maybe it’s a support piece that we can develop that goes with that, or maybe -- I don't know how those two would merge, because my safety lady -- I don't want to, like, leap over her, but I want to give her tools and resources to support what she’s trying to do to get more of our cities to adopt Vision Zero.

Fort Worth and Dallas did last year, I believe. There's lots of room to grow there. So I know that it's coming through y'all's safety committee as well. So how we partner with those groups at the state level, at the regions, and at the cities, I think is maybe worth some more conversation in the future. But I think it's a great goal.

>> Gleason: We were aware that some members of the committee lived in communities, or worked in communities that had them. I don't think it was necessarily a thought that it would be structured through The Bicycle And Pedestrian Advisory Committee as much as just as straightforward as you making a connection for us across your area as to who that person is.
And I think we just recognized -- we were familiar enough with those communities, recognized we had members on the committee from there, and it just might be a way in for us to understand, you know, the conversation that took place that led up to adopting Vision Zero.

>> Rotnofsky: I can tell you in a smaller city like Laredo, by getting it adopted, it was run locally through our traffic department, but just to have the traffic department, the health department, police and fire, the agencies that come together in the city in a room together, that never happened before in Laredo.

And it was obviously -- you know, it really -- everyone understood their part in it, and I would say for smaller cities, you know, obviously the big cities have a lot more going for it. It was a very useful tool by adopting it.

>> Siefert: Great. Any other members want to talk about that?

>> McManus: Carl, this is Clint. This is slightly related maybe, I just know in a previous meeting of the work group, we had mentioned -- or maybe the full group, we had mentioned also discussing that neighborhood street design concept.

It's not the same thing as documenting best practices, but I know a lot of folks showed interest in that. Not something that goes in the strategic direction report, but just something that we could do as a committee.

>> Siefert: Okay. Perhaps just making sure that we don't lose track of that idea, neighborhood street design as another element. Are you suggesting it would be something that would be a quick turnaround idea, or something that would be good for the SDR.

>> McManus: I think it was kind of just an educational, you know, wanted to bring it up -- presenting a few slides during a meeting. So I don't -- yeah.

>> Siefert: Maybe we'll count it as a potential future presentation to the BPAC, but maybe not related to this effort.

>> McManus: That makes a lot of sense.

>> Siefert: Cool. The last elements on this slide are just some ideas that we wanted to make sure folks saw. We heard your ideas. I think they're outside the scope of the committee. Which is changing laws or policy, to make the BPAC reviewers of specific standards and specifications and have the BPAC support harsher penalties for drivers.

Okay. So, right now, I have sent out to the panelists in the chat a code. Got a little messed up there. But, Karen, if you could let me share my screen. Which screen do you guys see?

>> Rotnofsky: I see modern art. I'm not sure what I'm looking at.

>> There you go.

>> Siefert: Even better. All right. So, we're going to do an interactive polling exercise, and it looks like some folks have done a good job of being on the ball, but we sent out the access code and we also have the question here on the screen. What I'd like folks to do is go ahead and answer the question what are the most important activities for TxDOT's bicycling pedestrian program over the next two years?

And of course, we're asking us because you all didn't get to see all of the brainstorm comments that came in. And we want to make sure that y'all can see what your fellow members are thinking.

>> Church: Carl, are we typing something in? I'm confused.
Siefert: Yes, if you could go to Menti.com. There's a code I put in the chat. You might have to scroll up a little bit. I also sent it in the invite to this meeting for the panelists. And you guys are going to fill in some words in a blank and hit submit.

Church: You lost me with the dotcom. Okay.

Siefert: We have -- looks like seven responses so far. So we'll let it go on for a few more seconds. But what I'm seeing from folks is a range of activities that we think are most important, everything from promoting the bicycle tourism trails to systematic implementation.

I still see things about design. Things about funding, best practices, safety, big and bold. All right. Thank you guys so much. Oh, we're still getting some. I will go ahead and move to our next question. We have two more questions. And these are a little more challenging for y'all.

How would you rank these categories in importance? These are the categories that I showed in the presentation. They're kind of broad, but they represent the ideas from the committee, and you can, in your view, put a scale of one to ten on each of the ideas, or the categories, pardon me.

So if you think the education and training category is the most important, that might be ten. If you think systems analysis is right behind it, it might be eight. All right. And now we'll get to see the results from the committee members on the categories that they think are the most important.

You'll see here we get to see the range of responses. The higher the peak, that means the more responses. And I can even hover over here and show you guys how many. So we can do that, too.

It looks like safe systems analysis is pretty consistently high. We've got seven responses so far. We have nine members here today. I think we have maybe ten, because it's just Rick that's not here.

So I personally find this a very interesting way to look at this. It's interesting to me as well, because during the last meeting, we had a lot of discussion about education and training. However, today's category rankings, folks are saying it's maybe not as important as some of the other elements that we've seen.

And if there's back members that want to talk while doing this, we don't have to be, you know, quiet. We can have a discussion about these results as we see them.

Garcia: I guess I'll chime in that for education and training, when I see design and implementation, I feel like they go hand in hand, right? In order to implement best practices we need to educate and train. We're reviewing safety and talking about policy, there's also an education and training component, so I think, yeah, moving forward, whatever we end up doing, that education and training is automatically a part of that work.

Siefert: Totally. If we look back at our SDR in 2015, we definitely find that all of these were included. I would imagine they won't be left off, but certainly it helps us to understand kind of where these things are held in the BPAC members' minds. Great.

Well, if there's nothing else, I'll move on to our last polling question. We talked about several quick turnaround ideas, and they're all listed here. So you'll see on your view, you have an opportunity to pick one of them. So this will help us, if everyone responds, to hopefully get an idea of which
one of these is the most important. So I'll go ahead and read them.

Best practices for adopting Vision Zero. That was the commissioner's suggestion. Visualizing the results, the impacts of the bikeway design effort. Reporting on research projects, statewide, deep dive into coronavirus pandemic. Summarizing the work accomplishments during the SDR. Repository of education campaigns. Updating an interactive bikeway map.

We've got four respondents so far. All right. Some folks think that our biggest category so far is reporting back on TxDOT funded research projects. Interesting.

>> Weaver: This is a cool one, Carl. I like how this one shows up.
>> Siefert: Yeah. I think it would be -- it's one of those with, like, a lot of respondents, you get even more fine grain data. I'm looking that it's not just an even split. We have eight respondents. That's pretty great. Awesome.

I hope this is a little educational for you, educational for us. It helps us to understand where everyone stands. Does anyone want to report or talk about why they voted the way they did?

>> Garcia: I guess I'll chime in. I did select report on the research because I think it's good to get an understanding of where the research currently is and get an update on that before we move to the next action item and what our ideas are.

So to kind of reframe, you know, our thoughts and our approach just by learning first, and then going forward.

>> Siefert: Certainly. Thanks.

>> Weaver: As a region that just had a bike ped research project, it really informed or regional pedestrian safety plan and it was a huge amount of data and a big lift from the research team that TxDOT hired. We had submitted a research project from our bike ped program and it came out of UTEP, it was a really cool project. It's like, there's got to be more of these, and then you find out there's lots of these.

Just how to access them, look at those previous examples and what people were doing, I think there's a lot of cool stuff out there. And I think the research stuff really falls hand in hand with the education campaigns. I think TxDOT has been funding and supporting education campaigns for years, and so there's got to be a repository of those somewhere.

And I think making those available to people, because I feel like the industry, people change and move around so much, it becomes a revolving door of, let's start again, and there's already great ideas out there. So, I think both of those hopefully will be pretty simple task with TxDOT at the helm.

>> Siefert: Yes. Things have -- in this industry have been changing dramatically in the last ten years. And the research has attempted to keep up pace, and so it's happened almost as quickly.

Well, with that, I'm going to stop sharing and I'm going to let Karen go ahead and share in the presentation again. And I will finish up. So this is kind of just our next steps, as we mentioned in July, we're going to be finishing up the bikeway design effort.

And then in October, not only are we welcoming new BPAC members,
but we'll be starting something. So we'll either be beginning our next quick turnaround activity, and/or we'll be updating -- starting the update of the SDR. We will have another check-in, or another presentation during the July meeting, a short one, and we'll talk about this a little more.

So we'll keep in touch over email to talk about any next steps that y'all can help us with before then. And with that, I think -- next slide -- I think I'm done, unless there's other questions and comments.

>> Gleason: Carl, this is Eric. Before we move this topic, I think just a comment, I think the committee has been very successful in the past, when it chooses to focus on a small number, or even one activity, the tourism trails -- well, first, there was the strategic directory report in 2017. Never had one of those before. Total focus of the committee at the time to produce that.

Then there was the tourism trail study total focus on that. Then the design effort which has been usually successful, I believe, anyways. Again, a total focus. I think the lesson we're learning, there's so much to be done that it's difficult sometimes to choose.

But the committee has proven to be very effective when it does focus. And so I think following the July discussion and hopefully adoption around the design, the bikeway design standards and principles, when we do move forward, that we can kind of focus, because I do think that's where the success has come.

>> Weaver: I think that's a great point, Eric. And, you know, early on in Carl's presentation, he talked about updating the document, removing some things that have been completed. Updating those, especially things incorporated into the document. I think all of those things will be important.

And maybe it department rise to the top, but the report-out of what we've done I think is really important. Not just for the members on the board, but maybe for the commission, and maybe for the general public, so that they know about all the documents and the tools and resources that have come out, kind of a state of the region, if you will, of where we've been over the last five years, and where we're headed for the next five years.

With long-range planning organization, I like having the vision of where we're going and celebrating everything that's been accomplished.

>> Garcia: This may be a little late question to ask, but when we say quick turnaround idea, what is quick turnaround? Is that the focus of SDR? Was that quick turnaround activity, like the study? Because I think maybe I misunderstood what quick turnaround activity is and sort of what our focus could be.

But I wouldn't have considered the bikeway design effort to be a quick turnaround activity.

>> Siefert: No, indeed. And I think the intent was something less than six months.

>> Garcia: Okay, I think in that case, I think we're good.

>> Gleason: I tend to think of quick turnaround in terms of committee meetings. And, you know, maybe two committee meetings where the first one you talk about it, the second one, you see the results. And do something with it.

>> Weaver: Good clarification. If the you were thinking it, other
people were thinking it, too, so thank you for asking.

>> Schofield: I've got a late question/comment to you. This is Mike.
My pick was the interactive map. It looked like one other person did as well, and I wasn't necessarily thinking of that in terms of what Eric was saying, like a deep dive, deep focus type of item. But I think maybe for us who are a bit newer to the committee, like even just a quick item presentation of, like, what -- where we're at with that, and the necessity for putting it on hold currently would be helpful.

>> Weaver: Okay. That's a good point. Maybe we can bring that back to a future meeting. And Bonnie has put in the chat what's currently available on TxDOT's website. I had also added a comment -- it's my understanding, and Bonnie can correct me if I'm wrong, that TxDOT interactive map is based on maps that we're all developing, so they are not hiring teams of GIS members to go and map out routes within the state.

But they take city maps, regional maps, and then they create sort of a network statewide that shows what's existing or what's already been developed. And I think it would be more of that is my understanding. Bonnie, would that be -- am I interpreting that correctly?

>> Sherman: Yes. We had at one point begun an effort to roll up the local maps into a centralized GIS database. That effort was put on hold due to whole data reorganization at TxDOT.

So that effort, which actually was pretty expansive and it was a big, big project. So I'm not sure that it would be a quick turnaround. It has been put on hold, and we don't have a current effort on that at the moment. But what I did put in the chat is that we do have for bikeway maps that have been posted by local entities across the state.

And we're trying to compile as many of those as we can find. So we would appreciate contributions to that. And if the committee does want to advance a statewide interface that collects all of the map GIS for bikeways and develops a framework that all entities can put their GIS data into and be consistent with, that would be an effort that we would have to explore.

>> Weaver: Okay, sounds good. I think maybe a couple of these that rose to the top in today's exercise, maybe we can bring back to the next meeting, and narrow the world even more and have more detailed discussions about the top five or whatever those are, and prioritize some of those, or throw some of those out or add one or two more. As people thought about it, they had some other ideas.

The bike map is hard. I've had a full-time person doing it for 15 years in my region, and it's not all correct. It's thousands of miles.

So that's a big ask. It's a big take. It's probably only as good as your region and your cities are doing. I think there's a lot of nuances on that that we could talk through and understand what people need as a tool and what they're hoping to achieve and what TxDOT's capabilities are. Definitely more to talk about that.

This is exciting. The ideas, and the new projects coming up, and tools and resources that we can develop that will help all of our parts of the State of Texas. Love the brainstorming.

And our final information item is from Noah Heath. He's going to talk to us about an update on TxDOT's 2021 transportation alternative set-aside. Noah, we will turn it over to you.
Heath: Hello, everybody. We presented our TxDOT 2021 transportation alternative program call for projects process at the last BAC meeting, and everyone was able to provide feedback through a survey. So this presentation will be going over those results and also giving the update on where we are with the call for projects. Next slide.

So the agenda, like I said, we'll go over the call for projects and where we are. We'll talk about the BAC action that was taken at the last meeting, and the criteria category weight input that we received, and then show the results that we will be providing project sponsors in the detailed application instructions. Next slide.

So, as you may remember from our last presentation, our call for projects open January 15th. We have a two-step process. Step one is the preliminary application, which the deadline was March 1st, and we push that out a week due to the winter storm. A lot of the project sponsors lost a week of productivity there, so we allowed them to submit their applications by March 8th.

We're still going to meet our April 12th deadline of getting back with the project sponsors to let them know if they are eligible to move on to step 2, which is the detailed application. The detailed application is due June 14th, and then we have the summer to review, score, and rank those projects, and then create a list to be recommended to commission for award by October. And then also creating a conditional project list, which will also be released in October. Next slide.

So, one of the aspects that we received feedback from the BAC on was the criteria we're using in the call for projects, or the weight for the criteria categories. We developed this evaluation criteria in stages. We started with our 2019 criteria, TxDOT's mission, vision, and goals.

And then we also identified best practices at state DOTs and MPOs. We took all of this information and presented it at a workshop with district coordinators for some of our TxDOT districts, and then some smaller MPOs, and identified any additional criteria and measures.

And then also went through several weighting exercises to determine weights for each of the criteria and criteria categories.

We are also working and have created a tool that will help us evaluate these projects by taking available data provided in the detailed applications, and then from various data sources, including the census bureau and our crash data, and automating a portion of the project scoring. Other portions of the scoring require us to review in person and use professional judgment from our subject matter experts.

The portion of the scoring can be automated, and so we refined the interim weights and the criteria while we were developing this tool. We presented to the Bicycle Advisory Committee those criteria weight categories and sent out a survey for the BAC to provide feedback. If we use the weights we received from the BAC and average those with the weights that we had developed during the workshop, and then we did make a small adjustment to that.

We increased the project readiness to criteria category to address limited funding availability. There is a three-year window of when TxDOT receives the funds, and that we need to obligate those funds. So project readiness is important in the success of these projects. And so we want to
have that weighted high enough to represent that importance, and make sure that the projects that are awarded funding are ready to be implemented as soon as they're awarded money. Next slide.

So at the last BAC meeting, it's now the BAC, but I'm referring to it as the BAC since that was the title at our last meeting. Action was taken in support of PTN's approach to administering the TxDOT 2021 TA call for projects. We sent out that survey asking your feedback and prioritizing the evaluation categories, where we received eight responses.

And we took those, the average of the Bicycle Advisory Scores and average that with the workshop. And like I said before, make a small adjustment for the project readiness criteria category. Next slide.

So this is the resulting evaluation criteria. Each safety connectivity accessibility project readiness. Those criteria categories were roughly equal in weight, once we went through the processes averaging the criteria weights.

And then if you look at equity community support and demand, the other three criteria categories, all of those together equal that next quarter of weight. So this is the graph we'll be providing in the detailed application along with the bullet points that you see under each criteria category. That show a little more detail of the actual criteria that we're gathering information on and scoring.

Each of those are defined and detailed in the program guide, so the project sponsors should have enough information to know what information we're looking for and what is being considered for scoring the projects. Next slide.

And that concludes my presentation. Are there any questions or comments?

>> Weaver: Any questions for Noah?

>> Garcia: I just want to make sure I understand correctly. After the survey, the criteria -- the weight distribution is almost the same, right? Is that the takeaway?

>> Heath: You want to go back a slide, Karen? Once we averaged the Bicycle Advisory Committee weights with the workshop weights, and then we adjusted that project readiness a bit, then it came out to equal those three categories, and then the equity community to support and demand, once we combined those, they -- for the purposes of this illustration, that made up that other quarter of the weights.

>> Garcia: I understand now. Thank you for reclarifying that. Understood. Good job. Is this an action item?

>> Heath: No, it's not on the agenda as an action item.

>> Weaver: Any other questions?

>> Gleason: Karla, if I may.

We have shared this information with the commissioners at this level of detail, and they haven't had any feedback for us at the time, which is usually a good sign. So just to let the committee know that they're getting the same level of information that our commissioners are.

>> Weaver: Eric, thank you. Noah, we appreciate your presentation. Thank you very much.

All right. We are moving on to one of our last items, item 8, one of my favorites. Updates from committee members on local and statewide issues.
So, I'm going to start at the top of our roster, and just work our way down. Bobby, would you like to go first and tell us what's happening in El Paso?

>> Gonzales: Sure. We continue to move forward on our CIP projects that involve bikeway and pedestrian components. But one of the things we have been working on actually as a firm, we actually are working on the Paso del Norte trail. We have a little 68-mile road from Tornillo to Anthony, Texas. The purpose of the ride was to increase awareness of the planned trail and better understand the proposed route.

Based on new and upcoming -- excuse me. Upcoming construction projects, the comfort level as a cyclist and where signage and other trail amenities would be most effectively placed. We had reps from TxDOT, Texan by nature, the CRMA, better business bureau, and the El Paso Health Foundation, and it was well attended.

So over the next few years, the PTN trail advisory committee will be conducting and coordinating closely with the El Paso water improvement district to identify funding for other portions of the trail in hopes to create a waterfront trail where possible. And then we're just going to continue on with that program.

So we're excited to be a part of it. And we're looking forward to bigger and better things for El Paso.

>> Weaver: Thanks, Bobby. If that's just a little ride, I maybe in trouble.

>> Gonzales: Just a little ride.

>> Weaver: All right. Next will be Chelsea. Chelsea, tell us what's happening in the Waco area.

>> Schultz: Well, we are excited about one project that is happening -- construction finally started on the Washington Avenue -- once a two-way conversion, and that's going to include a buffered bike lane on two sides. And that's a really important collector street that runs through our downtown and then connects the our Uptown area, and it's been in the works for -- I want to say about to years now, and we're very excited about that construction has finally started on it.

Now that this committee considers micromobility as it scope, I wanted to mention the private scooter in the works for almost a year now. In July, it will be a year.

And I do know that they're planning to have a user survey sent out, and we're also hoping to get access to some of the GIS data from that program, and from my perspective as a transportation planner, really excited to see some of the GIS data to see what road scooter users are choosing to use to see if that's where we have our existing bicycle infrastructure.

Or roads that perhaps they feel more comfortable on. So that's really exciting for us. And something that our bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee and the MPO has been talking about, and we hope will be one of our projects for this year is to look at wayfinding.

So now that our urbanized area has more of a connected network of bicycle infrastructure on the ground, we think now it's time where we can start to look at wayfinding to connect folks who are using that bike lane, or to inform them of, like, how to get to destinations like Cameron Park, or
downtown, or the university.

So those are some things that we are looking forward to this year. Thanks.

>> Weaver: Very cool. I would love to hear more about the wayfinding program. I'm sure lots of folks on the committee have dipped their toe into the wayfinding world. I know we've been asked to do a regional wayfinding guidelines.

So, Bonnie and Noah, maybe that's something in a future agenda we could have some speakers talk about wayfinding and what they're doing in the regions.

>> Sherman: We'll add it to the list. Thanks.

>> Weaver: Thank you very much. All right. Our next board member, Clint, do you want to tell us some projects or activities happening in the Houston area you can share?

>> McManus: Sure. I've got a couple things. Mostly just folks who keep chipping away at what they're working on. We've got these that are still opening. I think they're getting close to the second largest bike share system network. Don't quote me on that.

But they're just continuing to expand and seeing record usage, which is great. One thing, just Chelsea mentioning the scooters. Houston has the -- the city has a hesitancy to allow scooters and micromobility for purely dockless on the streets. Al and we recently have had private conservancy start to rent out scooters and the city quickly said, not allowed on sidewalks. So that's been interesting to follow.

I'm not sure where it will land, but we've got a few more scooters on the roads. But they're not -- they're just being rented through a park conservancy.

The City of Houston and Harris County continue to make progress on their bikeway projects. And so we're -- our network in certain parts of town is really starting to come together. If anybody is in Houston, we'd love to show off some of our network.

And then one thing I think will be interesting, I learned about this week, maybe for this group and our conversations here, the Harris County authority who operates facilities really similar to TxDOT. They have -- they will be starting to look at their facilities and their right-of-ways to understand how they can better leverage their -- the property that they own to connect pedestrian and bicycle destinations in the communities.

They have some massive facilities all around the county. So that planning is just beginning. But I think it will be really -- I'm really fascinated to see what they come up with, because they've -- like I said, they've got these giant, you know, highway facilities really similar to TxDOT. So it will be interesting to see how they approach crossings and safety around those facilities and all that kind of stuff.

>> Weaver: All right. Thanks, Clint. All cool stuff.

>> McManus: I'm thinking before the end of the year, we need to come back and have on the agenda a micromobility discussion. So who's got scooters -- maybe a survey before the topic, but who's got surveys -- surveys, excuse me. Who's got bike rentals, electric scooters, what's the state of where you've been? We had a huge wave of them in our region, and then they all went away.
We had five companies, and now there's kind of hints of one. And so I think there's been an evolution across the state in different communities. And so maybe we can share where that's at and where that's been. I think we can learn a lot from each other.

And I know there's been some state working groups. There were national working groups that -- I believe it was NACTO put together, so we had some people participate in that. Maybe some of y'all did as well. So there's a lot of different elements of this that we can discuss and get up to speed about micromobility and maybe where it's headed.

>> Weaver: So, Bonnie, add that to the list as well, that would be great.

>> Pollack: If I can second that, that would be fantastic, because we've hit a new equilibrium on the scooter front after just this crazy expansion, point of reflection. And in particular, I'd be interested in hearing about how communities are intentionally trying to balance bike share with the prevalence of scooters, and whether anyone has been able to sort of reintroduce bikes after they sort of, you know, bike usage plummeted with the appearance of scooters.

I'm wondering if folks have come up with any strategies to strategically reintroduce bike share and increase utilization there, even in the face of scooter availability.

>> Weaver: Yeah. Thanks, Jeff. Great.

All right. Eddie, anything happening in the Cedar Park [indiscernible]?

>> Church: I love that I'm not first in the alphabet or last in the alphabet, because I can totally poach what y'all are saying.

So, Clint, I'm going to be in Houston on April 24th meeting with a fellow bike engineer person, and I would love to meet with you, because I help design and build some of those that you're riding on there, and I'd like to get your take on things. So, can I reach out to you later?

>> McManus: Excellent. Just send me an email.

>> Church: Awesome. And I'm currently planning a ride here in Austin with engineers. We'd done that a couple years ago. That's going to showcase the City of Austin infrastructure, because it's kind of a lot of it. And that's going to be on May 15th. I will send something to our committee members, if that's okay.

Is that okay, Bonnie?

>> Sherman: Go ahead and send it to us, and we will forward it.

>> Church: Okay. From my previous work with the City of Austin, I had worked with their Bicycle Advisory Council and done some work with their interactive maps. They have all sorts of stuff. I'm not working with them right now, but I'm sure TxDOT is already working with the City of Austin. Is that correct, Noah?

>> Heath: I believe we have their link.

>> Church: Because they have all sorts of information available. Part of it was recognizing barriers and putting that -- and making that into projects. I know they're still doing that effort. There's so much information about scooters and bike rentals.

There are scooters and rental bikes all over the place. People are out and about, that's for sure.

So, along the lines of interest, you know, the code of bike rides have
been ramped up on Tuesdays, and that's huge. It used to be just a bunch of cyclists going fast, and now it's a few hundred people every Tuesday night of all ages, sizes, and shapes out there.

It's really interesting. So if you're ever in town on Tuesday, you could go to CODA on Tuesday nights and ride on the track. You don't have to go fast.

And then projects here in Williamson County. We finished another project with eight-foot shared use path separate from the road here with Round Rock. And are the RMA, there's projects going along the 183 corridor. Big one has picked off. It will be similar to the MOPAC comment. It will have bike and ped. I'm sure they're coordinating with TxDOT.

The White Oak Hill project has also kicked off and similar facilities. So there's a lot going on in this town. In this area. So it's hard to keep up with everything. I can tell you anything that's going on in Williamson county, and try to keep up with City of Austin. But I'm pretty sure that TxDOT is doing the same. So, yeah, a lot going on here. It's busy.

COVID is still a thing, but I can see the light at the end of the tunnel, and hopefully y'all can, too. So, that's all I've got. Be safe.

>> Weaver: Great. Thanks, Eddie. Appreciate all that.

Ms. Eva, please tell us about the Brownsville area and what's going on with you all down there.

>> Garcia: Yeah. Brownsville currently is having their public engagement process for sidewalk and trails master plans, so a survey has been out there. They are going to have some open houses. In the greater Rio Grande area. We also are kicking up working with FHWA, central federal lands highway division. I think I said that right.

But we were awarded a while back, I think I presented to the BPAC that we got a Texas FLAP grant, so we're kicking off the feasibility study for a 21.5-mile trail that has the potential to connect communities to federal lands national park service and U.S. fish.

That's exciting. They're going to be doing a field visit. The consultants that were contracted in May. Outside of that, we've also been -- we applied to the traffic safety grant that TxDOT had a call for, and we were tentatively awarded -- we need to make modifications to our grant application, but the potential to be awarded $41,500 to host trainings for law enforcement officers on CR3 reporting and using data and that whole application.

I want to get a working group started with our BPAC to kind of develop the content. But outside of law enforcement training, we also -- part of our objective of the grant is to have trainings for engineers, planners, designers, highlighting kind of traffic calming and these best practices that we know throughout the state on the national level.

And the third objective from that grant is getting bike helmets, bike lights out into the community. Part of the modification we applied to do a public service announcements, regional ones. But it was ambitious for a one-year goal to do all of it. And so we're reducing that from our objective.

And then lastly, the BPAC, the RGBMPO, we had postponed our program call. And so now we're just getting that back up and going, the BPAC just Wednesday approved opening that call for June and closing it in July. And hopefully being able to work with TxDOT's tip revisions for
November revisions.
And I think that's all. I mean, we're ongoing with the bike ped count
data program and other things I know I need to reach out to Bonnie, Noah,
and Carl here in the near future.
But that's us. Thank you.
>> Weaver: Exciting stuff. I have a question about your helmet and
light distribution. Are y'all having to modify that any for COVID and how
you make that available, and have y'all got that far yet? We have some
questions about our outreach items and are we going to do less of that.
We're not really sure yet.
>> Garcia: Yeah, that's also going to be part of the modifications that
I make, which is I guess instead of us hosting activities, it would be kind of
finding ongoing activities, so if there's a state of the city or something else,
that we would kind of either offer that to our municipalities, sections of it.
And then a second idea was to incentivize law enforcement officers to
come to the trainings, to attend virtually, because then they would get the
materials as part of their bike rodeos and their efforts for outreach.
So instead of us distributing them themselves, we were going to hand it
over to the local officials to do the distribution as they wanted to.
>> Weaver: Okay, cool. We're experimenting with our first
drivethrough public meeting, where it will be in a park, and we're going to
have like stations, you'd stop your car at, and there's things in bags.
And one thing that we're looking at, and another is having information
areas in a library where people will get kits, and then they can -- one big
board with like dots in your kit to put on maps, since we can't host
traditional open houses quite yet.
I'm interested in what other people are doing to get around some of
this stuff. Cool. Awesome. All right. Well, thank you. Really good stuff.
Mr. Frank, tell us about Laredo and how you guys are doing down
there.
>> Rotnofsky: Well, we're doing really well. I think I mentioned in
the previous meetings our local MPO just adopted our active transportation
plan here. And now that that's up and going, and we move toward
implementation, what they did is they basically took our bike Laredo
advocacy group, our meetings, and asked us to join their meetings so that
now the members of Bike Laredo have become their MPO's acting
transportation committee.
So what's really great about it is we still meet monthly, but half of
the meeting is as the active transportation committee, that reports to the MPO,
and the other half is still our Bike Laredo meetings, so we still continue to
very advocates at the table with city departments, with our local TxDOT
office. They're there as well in our school districts.
>> Weaver: That's awesome.
>> Rotnofsky: And so we're very, very excited that we're moving that
way.
And really, more personally on the national level, I'm just really happy,
you know, to see that our transportation secretary rides his bike to work.
And obviously fully supports transportation. I hope that we as a state are
positioning ourselves with all these ongoing discussions of infrastructure
funding, and hopefully that will come down to our state as well.
>> Weaver: All right. Thanks, Frank. That cooperation of your committees is really cool. I can't wait to hear more about how that works out.

All right. Jeff, anything in the Corpus Christi area that you want to share with everyone?

>> Pollack: I don't have a ton to report here. I would say that our biggest push at the moment is trying to systematize how our local bike pedestrian committee gets to review and give input on city bond funded city roadway reconstruction. Right now, that feels like it's happening on sort of a one-off basis where committee members are vigilant on the status of different bond projects and intervene when they see an opportunity.

And we're trying to figure out how to make that a systemic part of the way the city does business, so that that review is built into their basis of design, and ultimately into the design process with various consulting engineers.

So I raise that in case anyone has had a similar experience and has suggestions. I'd welcome some input offline. But for our part, we do see ongoing and continued, you know, slow but steady construction of bikeway facilities in accordance with the regional plan that came out of our MPO several years ago.

So there is slow and steady progress. I think we continue to miss opportunities for implementation and for fine tuning of design, because we haven't yet figured out how to make that review process part of the standard operating procedure.

You know, we're still sort of suffering from COVID distractions, and having quite figured out how to garner a lot of momentum in the face of resources being diverted other ways. I do -- I'm optimistic that we're sort of coming out of that period and I hope that the next quarter is a more active one for us.

>> Weaver: If you figure out the secret bullet on how to get into those bond conversations, get more funding, please let us know. I'm sure that's a problem many struggle with in their communities.

Mike, anything in Austin specifically happening that you want to update the group on?

>> Schofield: Yeah. Here in Austin, we have a lot of ongoing work VIP projects, particularly from the last two major bonds, the 2016 and the 2020. So a lot of protected bike lanes, shared use paths, urban trails, and sidewalks going in from those two bonds. 2016 was our biggest infusion of money into those local mobility groups that we've ever had.

And then 2020 topped that amount. So it's a lot to work through. It's a good problem to have. It's lots to do.

I was interested to hear what other -- how others are dealing with the public meetings during COVID, because that was a big thing for us. A year ago, we kind of halted on a number of projects, and I would say that set us back in some ways, you know, maybe six months before we got things figured out.

But we're in a better place than we've been at five years honestly. Now we have everything online, and our GIS story maps, instead of a paper roll plot, all materials online, and projects where we might have, you know, small projects that we might have been lucky to get 50 people at a meeting.
Now we're regularly getting, you know, several hundred people filling out a survey.

So it's been a great thing that we can -- we'll probably take forward into the post-pandemic era as well, some of these lessons. So that's been great.

And we are getting into our staffing up to make sure that we can deliver on these 2020 bond requirements. So that we've already been staffing -- when I started about six years ago at the city, we had three designers for this type of active transportation projects. Now we're at ten and five more on the way soon.

>> Weaver: That's awesome, wow.

>> Schofield: So quickly staffing up to get this stuff done that people are expecting.

That's the big stuff. Just to the bike share that people brought up. Our previous B cycle is now Metro Bike. They got brought in as part of Cap Metro, which I think is going to be a really good thing. Because they are now reflective of how they should be used as supporting public transit.

That's going to lead to a lot of good partnerships of where they're needed, co-located by bus stops and new train stations, that kind of thing. More to come with that.

>> Weaver: Cool. Awesome, thanks. Rick is not with us today, so we will then skip to Trent. Trent, anything in the Tyler area that's happening in the bike ped world?

>> Sherman: I believe that Trent had to move a few minutes early.

>> Weaver: I'm seeing him on the screen.

>> Brookshire: I do need to leave, but I didn't want to leave because I wanted to hear everybody's updates, and also give our own. We've got some exciting things happening in greater Northeast Texas, Smith County specifically. This week, on Monday, we kicked off our striping project that my predecessor Billy helped initiate.

And it's finally becoming a reality. It's basically a hub and spoke system with 11 spokes out to the downtown hub, 36 miles of bike and non-motorized lanes that have been created, and it's the first of its kind in east Texas.

It's going to take a minute to get done, but the fact is it started this week, so we're really excited about that. And the MPO is quite fired up. Which is great. I mean, we've got a long way to go in east Texas. But this is a good place to start. Other than that, it's just more of the same. We'll be looking beyond this striping project and really kind of what's next for Tyler and greater East Texas. It's exciting.

>> Weaver: Awesome. Yeah, that's great news to hear that's getting started. 36 miles is a lot. I have cities that have worked for years and don't have that much out, so that's going to be huge for Tyler. Very cool. I can't wait to see it.

All right. I think I'm the last one to go. In Dallas-Fort Worth, we've always got a couple things brewing. We are in final negotiations with a consultant for a regional trail branding project for our Fort Worth to Dallas trail. This is five cities, and it's a focus on eco tourism, consistent signage, kind of creating a theme, and how to draw people from all over the state and the country to do large events.
Come check out this trail that can get you from downtown Fort Worth to Downtown Dallas. Super excited about that.

We have relaunched our Lookout Texans campaign. We've changed our tone. The previous direction from the agency had been to stay away from the bad side of accidents and tell more of the positives and why we should all work together. But I had a friend that was hit by a car in December as a pedestrian. She was in a crosswalk. She had a walk sign. And I said, we've got to do something different, guys.

I think the message has got to change.

And so our director was completely onboard. And so we canvassed the agency, and friends and family, on who's been hit by a car, if you're a pedestrian or a cyclist. And so she's told her story. We've got others telling their story. So we're uploading those videos and write-ups on our website. She was on our channel 8 news with a news piece about pedestrian safety.

We have so many people walking in Downtown Dallas and they think they're safe in a crosswalk. So I was able to give some of the data we get from TxDOT's Chris on that news piece as well and really make people aware that pedestrian safety is a huge issue, Texas being a focused state, Dallas and Fort Worth being focus cities, and some of y'all have those, too. So we're really excited about that.

Another thing I want to share that you guys might be able to take advantage is the Federal Highway Administration is hosting a series of roadway safety series audit trainings for us. If you're interested in participating, I can send that information to Bonnie and you don't have to be in DFW. They're all going to be virtual. But this is the second one I think they've done in the country.

So roadway safety audits are going to be our next step for our regional safety pedestrian plan. We're going to send out teams of our folks, city staff, TxDOT staff, county maybe, could be school district, could be transit, depending on the location of our priority safety corridors for pedestrians.

So, how to do a roadway safety audit, what you collect, how you develop a team, how you document conditions in the field, all of those things, federal highways has got some great train on that. So we're going to host that for all of our cities or parks people or whoever wants to participate. So if you want to be part of that train, let me know, or I'll send it to Bonnie and you can sign up. I think we have a couple of space left.

If you want to host this training for your part of the world, Federal Highways has been very open to -- they don't charge us anything for it -- getting on the schedule. I think it's worth the conversation. Steven Raki may still be on the phone, so he may be like, ah!

But I think it's a great opportunity and you should ask if it's something you'd want to do in your part of the state.

We have recently been taking big batches of ha we call COVID supported finding for infrastructure investment to get jobs and projects moving. And recently we put about $18 million on bike trails and a couple sidewalk projects, so that was kind of unexpected, but very exciting, and it's some. Our big regional projects.

We've got a trail that will get you from Denton, Texas, to Dallas, and there's some gaps in the middle that we're starting to fund. We have a
project, Midlothian to Waxahachie that we just funded two sections of. So anything that's a big regional connection where our priorities -- Fort Worth is looking at a 55-mile loop within the city of Fort Worth.

And so this did a big section of that. So that's exciting for our program.

Our regional ped safety plan, we spent about a year and a half, almost two years working on it. TxDOT was great. They provided us some tools and it's really assisted through that project.

That will be posted by the end of the month. So we're going to all of our boards and committees. We hope to start a bike version of that later in the year. But it's going to be adopted as part of our long-range mobility plan. It will be an appendix or addendum. So it has more flexibility to be updated and changed, but it's referenced in our long-range plan.

When it comes to priorities for funding and infrastructure, and we're also putting policies together that we're taking to our elected officials about pedestrian safety and where they come in the hierarchy of roadway safety as the most vulnerable users.

So if you're interested in that, check by the end of the month on our website, or if you need the link, let me know. And I can give you that document if you're interested in creating something similar in your region.

And then finally, we've kind of got a cool -- if you have transit in your community, we awarded some money for one of our transit agencies. We have three transit agencies in DFW. So Trinity Metro is on the Fort Worth side, and we gave them a million dollars for bus stop ADA accessibility compliance and accommodations.

And so, they're like, we don't know where to start with this. We have 2,100 signs where you're standing in mud basically. So we put together a GIS process where we prioritize -- we digitized all the stops, and then we created sort of this layering system of environmental justice, ridership, large employers, medical, and government resources and kind of where people are going.

Safety and some other things. And then kind of came out with a ranking and a hierarchy for all of these projects. We think we can get almost 350 pad sites built, with ADA accessible curb ramps so that people can get to the bus stop location, and then easily or more easily board the buses.

So that's kind of exciting. If you're interested in that methodology, or how we selected those projects and prioritized them, we got the -- for everything that we do from a data perspective, we create a methodology sheet on it, so it can be replicated. So if you guys want that, let me know and I can send it to you.

I think that's it in a nutshell. There's a lot of cool stuff going on across the state. If anything people talked about you're interested in bigger presentations or coming back to the committee for more information, please let Bonnie and Noah know. They put together sort of like the dream list of topics for the next several months. And can work with folks for presentations. Impressive or maybe several people are working with some things and we could have joint presentations. That would be really cool as well.

All right. Speaking of that, that leads into item 10. Great segue.
didn't even plan for. A discussion of agenda items for future BAC meetings. And this is an action item to give Noah and Bonnie that clear direction on what we're looking for. I did hear from the committee that we were interested in micromobility, and I threw out -- I'm interested in branding and what other people are doing on that.

Are there any other topics that folks want to get in the roster, in the lineup to come back to another meeting on? And it doesn't have to be the things we've discussed today. You may have another idea or another project that you want to highlight. Just let us know.

Any ideas? Don't all talk at once.

>> Rotnofsky: This is Frank. Kind of following up I guess on the way I ended my last topic about what's happening in the state, and what this infrastructure package coming down -- or supposedly coming down, do we have a way to see how we as TxDOT are positioning ourselves with, like, projects that are possibly ready to go?

I know one of the examples could be the Texas tourism trail network. I don't know a lot about how the funding mechanisms work, but the opportunity to accelerate that, or any other projects that we're looking at at a state level.

>> Weaver: I'm going to turn that over to Eric maybe to answer or Bonnie to see how that could be incorporated in a future topic, if it can be.

>> Gleason: Let me take that back, Frank. We'll take that back to TxDOT administration. I'm sure there's -- we're all game plan for infrastructure funding. And, you know, depending on the discretionary opportunities that that might yield as well.

I would have to believe that under the current administration that projects with bicycle and pedestrian elements to them will be looked on very favorably.

So I think that's good -- strategically, we need to talk about that ahead of time as a department to make sure it's front and center. I think the new design guidelines that came out certainly promote that thought as well.

>> Weaver: Frank, I would encourage you to coordinate with your MPO and elected officials. We've had elected officials in our region reaching out to the MPO to see if we have priority projects. Earmarks are back. So it's going to be who you know and who knows you.

So you've got to get your elected officials engaged in that conversation as well. Of course, public agencies can't lobby. TxDOT can't, MPOs can't. But cities -- let me rephrase that. Certain public agencies can't lobby. Cities can. Cities have lobbyists in some regards.

So you'll want to start thinking about that from that perspective and who can connect with who, I would suggest. Dallas-Fort Worth has some good projects. When we all build, I think our entire state benefits.

Other ideas? Any specific topics that you guys would like to see come back over the next couple of months? The next three or four meetings.

>> Sherman: I also wrote down the neighborhood streets concept that Clint mentioned earlier.

>> Weaver: Okay. Neighborhood streets. And we do need to bring back the online mapping and how that would work or not work, or what the vision of that would be, or what it needs to be as a tool to be useful for people's needs.
Maybe that's like a smaller agenda item. Really, I think also the plan for the strategic plan update, the report out and kind of a schedule for that, what that might look like, if the staff could share that with the committee and where we're headed with that, that would be I think really beneficial as well, because I love having a framework and a guiding document. I think that's really served us well.

To kind of, like, have something we're shooting towards. So updating that document. Showing the success and showing where we're headed. Just keeps us on track and gives us some things to pull from and keep going as we start checking them off the list.

All right. Well, it's not the end of the conversation. If you have other ideas, feel free to send those to Noah and Bonnie. But what we will do is take action to move these forward today as a committee, and that kind of gives them some guiding direction over the next couple of meetings finishing up this year, and they may carry on to next year.

So, can I have a motion -- well, I'm going to make a motion that we move forward to approve this tentative agenda or priority topics for upcoming meetings. I'm going to make that motion, and can I have a second?

>> Gonzales: Second.

>> Weaver: Thank you, Mr. Bobby. If everyone would unmute really quick. If you're in favor, please say aye.

[Ayes]

>> Weaver: Thank you. Anybody not in favor? Speak now or forever hold your peace.

Thank you, everybody. That motion carries. So it looks like our TxDOT team has some direction, and we know they're going to bring back some exciting agendas.

With that, it is 11:33. Thank you all for attending today. We are going to adjourn this meeting of our first Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee. Thanks, everyone.

>> Thank you!

>> Thanks, everybody.

>> Weaver: Have a great day.